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Map List - An iOS app to create lists of favorite locations
Published on 04/18/16
Melbourne based developers, The Lim brothers today introduce Map List 1.0, an iOS app that
allows users to create lists of their favorite locations. Aimed at users who like to be
organised, Map List can help users track locations of any type of place, for example their
favourite restaurants to try, bars, or friends places. Simply search for the name or type
of place and add it directly to the list. This simple app also allows users to add notes,
ratings & other details for each saved location.
Melbourne, Australia - The Lim brothers are pleased to announce the release of Map List
1.0 today, an iOS app that allows users to create lists of their favorite locations. Aimed
at users who like to be organised, Map List can help users track locations of any type of
place, for example their favourite restaurants to try, bars, or friends places. Simply
search for the name or type of place and add it directly to the list. This simple app also
allows users to add notes, ratings, and other details for each saved location.
Suggestions for categories/ lists;
* Add your favourite restaurants or restaurants you want to try
* Bars
* Vegetarian Restaurants
* Coffee Stores
* Friends and family houses
* Favourite barbecue places
* Tourist attractions
* Favourite activity places
* Business - keep track of clients
* Real estate locations
* Errands
* Favourite clothing stores
* Easy parking locations
* Children/ baby friendly places
* Memorable places you have visited
* Breakfast places
Features:
* Simple to easy to use
* Create separate maps for each category
* Drop a pin on a location or search for locations, names of restaurants etc.
* Locate your own position
* View details of places including address, phone numbers, websites (where available)
* Open addresses in your navigation application
* Bookmark locations across the world
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad
* Requires iOS 7 or later
* Optimized for iPhone 5
Pricing and Availability:
Map List 1.0 is free with an in app purchase to remove advertisements, and available
worldwide through the App Store in the Productivity category.
Map List 1.0:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/id1091377458
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Screenshot:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple49/v4/03/d2/7c/03d27c20-461f-606dcc27-11cf7a251460/screen322x572.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple49/v4/d6/21/be/d621be43-7083-d2f2-4bc1-2434af427b6d/ic
on175x175.png

Independent developers Chun and Meng Lim, are two brothers based in Melbourne, Australia.
Copyright (C) 2016 Chun and Meng Lim. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone,
iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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